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ABSTRACT

Recent studies have proposed that the diffusion of messenger molecules, such as monoamines, can mediate the plastic
adaptation of synapses in supervised learning of neural networks. Here we investigate the conditions making possible the
learning of Boolean rules in a recurrent neural network. Even fully excitatory networks show very good learning performances
because of the inhibitory role of the neuron refractory time. Moreover, the investigation of the plastic adaptation features
optimizing the performance suggests that learning is very sensitive to the extent of the plastic adaptation and the spatial range
of synaptic connections.

Introduction

The first algorithm for a neural network to learn input-output relations was the single layer Perceptron proposed by Rosenblatt1.
The Perceptron was however not able to learn non linearly separable mappings like the XOR function. A network with hidden
layers between the input and output neurons is necessary to learn non linearly separable mappings. With the ”back propagation
algorithm”2 an elegant solution was found to train such networks. This algorithm can however not serve as a candidate for
learning in a biological sense3. A teaching signal which transmits information antidromically with memory of all neurons it has
passed before, seems unlikely to exist in the brain.

A possibly biological realizable model can be constructed if the strengths of activated synapses are modulated if mistakes
are made4, 5. Based on such ideas, de Arcangelis et al. proposed a model of spiking integrate-and-fire neurons which is able to
learn logical binary functions in a recurrent neural network6, 7. For wrong responses by the neural network, activated synapses
are modified in strength by an amount depending on the shortest path length to the output neuron. This method implies that the
feedback signal propagates backwards on the synaptic connections and decreases after each synaptic adaptation.

Since there is no evidence that a neural network can transfer feedback information antidromically, such a signal should
propagate through the extracellular space. A feedback signal to change the strength of synapses in a larger region could possibly
be delivered by monamine releasing neurons. It is known that these neurons release their transmitters deep into the extracellular
space8. In particular for dopamine, it has been verified, that its release can mediate plasticity9, 10. In several recently proposed
models these ideas are implemented by the assumption that spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) and dopamine induced
plasticity are directly coupled11, 12. In an other model it has been proposed13 that the transmitted feedback signal changes the
vesicle release probability of previously activated synapses. These findings show that biologically possible models exist which
can learn simple input-output maps like the XOR-rule on a feed-forward network with one hidden layer12, 13. A biologically
more realistic neural network has a more complicated structure than a perceptron with one hidden layer and contains also
recurrent connections. In this article we address the question whether and under which circumstances biological learning
is possible in a recurrent neural network. In a realistic neural network the inputs and outputs might be separated by a large
network and it might not be beneficial that learning affects all synapses back to the input neurons. Moreover, concerning the
mechanisms leading to plastic adaptation, we will test if a localized learning signal can represent advantages over one acting
widely in space by tuning the spatial extent of the region involved in the learning rule.

Network model
Network topology
The network consists of 4 input neurons, 1 output neuron and N neurons in the hidden recurrent network. The latter are placed
randomly on a square whose area is proportional to N, whereby the density of neurons remains constant (Fig. 1) . The input



neurons are placed on a line to the left of this square and the output neuron is placed to the right of it. Each neuron in the
hidden network has ten outward connections. Each connection is established by choosing a distance d from an exponential
distribution p(d) = 1

d0
e−d/d0 and searching for a neuron at a distance sufficiently close to d. The input neurons also have ten

outward connections with their nearest neighbours whereas the output neuron has no outward but only inward connections from
its ten nearest nodes.

Figure 1. Network architecture: The figure above shows the architecture with one hundred neurons in the hidden recurrent
network. The four input neurons (yellow) on the left are labeled 1 to 4 (top to bottom) and are connected to the hidden recurrent
network. On the extreme right is the output neuron (red) which senses incoming signals from its ten nearest nodes. The
strength of the synapses is indicated by their thickness.

Neuronal model
For the firing dynamics we chose an integrate-and-fire model with discrete time steps. During each time step all neurons with
potential exceeding a certain threshold vi ≥ vmax = 1.0 fire. After firing the potential of the neuron i is set back to zero and the
voltage of all connected neurons j becomes

v j(t +1) = v j(t)+ωi jηi (1)

where ωi j is the synaptic strength and ηi ∈ [0,1] stands for the amount of releasable neurotransmitter, which for simplicity is the
same for all synapses. All neurons are excitatory. After each firing ηi decreases by a fixed amount ∆η = 0.2, which guarantees
that the network activity will decay in finite time. All neurons which have reached a potential higher than the threshold will fire
at the next time step. After firing a neuron will be in a refractory state for two time steps (including the time step when the
neuron fired) during which it can not receive or send any signal.

Learning
Learning binary input-output relations such as the XOR-rule has been a classical benchmark problem for neural networks. The
XOR-rule turned out to be too simple as only very small networks with unfavorable parameters were not always able to learn it.
We choose to study a more complicated problem with up to 15 different mappings from 4 binary inputs to one output (see Table
1). We will study how our learning procedure performs for different parameters and network sizes.

The input patterns are fed to the network such that each input bit is applied to one input neuron by making it fire if the input
is one or not if the input is zero. The activity will then propagate through the network and the binary output value 1 is identified
if the output neuron fires at least once and zero if it does not fire until the whole network activity goes to zero.

Whether the activity reaches the output neuron depends solely on the strength of the synapses. If the average strength of
the synapses is too low the propagation of the activity stops soon and only a fraction of the entire network will fire. On the
other hand for very strong synapses almost all neurons will fire several times and the output neuron will fire for each input
pattern. Therefore an optimal choice for the synaptic strength is the ”critical point” where on average for each input pattern the
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Input 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
Input 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
Input 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
Input 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1

Output 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

Table 1. Input-output relations to be learned by the network.

chances are equally high that the output neuron fires or does not fire. We approximate the ”critical point” by initially choosing
very weak synapses (ωi j = 1.0 for the synapses of the input neurons and ωi j = 0.1 for all other synapses) and afterwards when
applying the input patterns, as long as no input leads to firing of the output neuron, all synapses will be strengthened by a small
amount (0.001 times the actual strength of the synapse). After the first input leads to the output neuron firing, the network is
considered to be close to the ”critical point” and the learning procedure starts.

Learning proceeds as follows: All inputs of the rule are fed into the network one after the other, where the value of the
neurotransmitters is restored back to η = 1.0 before each input. Whenever the result is wrong the synaptic strengths get adapted.
If the correct result is one but the output neuron does not fire, synapses get strengthened, otherwise if the correct result is zero
and the output neuron fires, synapses get weakened4. Only those synapses which are activated during the activity propagation
get modified. After a neuron fires all synapses which do not lead to neurons which are in the refractory state are considered as
activated. The adaptation has an exponential distance dependence

∆ωi j ∝ e−r/r0 (2)

where r is the euclidean distance between the output neuron and the target neuron of the synapse, neuron j. Additionally the
adaptation is proportional to the strength of the synapse itself and to the number of times the synapse was activated. There is
also a maximum synaptic strength (ωmax = 2), which can not be exceeded. If the activity is so weak that it did not even reach
the output neuron, we consider the network as too far away from the ”critical point”. In this case we again increase all the
weights by a small amount.

XOR gate with only excitatory neurons
A biological neural network consists of excitatory (ωi j ≥ 0) and inhibitory (ωi j ≤ 0) synapses. In this study we chose to
restrict ourself to use only synapses with positive weights. It has actually been shown that a certain percentage of inhibitory
synapses can increase the learning performance7. The importance of inhibiting signals can be seen by looking at the XOR-rule
(Fig. 2): When one of the two input neurons fires the output neuron should fire as well, but when both input neurons fire the
output neuron should not fire. Using only synapses with positive weights we might intuitively think that by the principle of
superposition a stronger input should always lead to a stronger output. This however does not hold in general. The important
ingredient is the refractory time. Figure 2 shows an example of a small network that performs the XOR rule with excitatory
neurons and a refractory time of one time step. When both input neurons (1 and 2 in the figure) get stimulated neuron 4 fires
one time step earlier (as all its input connections are smaller than one) whereby neuron 5 stimulates neuron 6 when it is in the
refractory period. Therefore neuron 6 only fires once which is not sufficient to make neuron 7 fire. We find it quite surprising
that the self-organization of the learning mechanism can very well take advantage of this method to suppress certain signals.
The fact that the refractory time can induce inhibition even in fully excitatory networks can be of computational relevance.

Results
Our learning procedure runs until sequentially all input-output relations are learned. For unfavorably chosen conditions this
might take very long. Therefore we monitor if networks with different parameters are able to learn all the patterns within a
maximal number of learning steps lmax, where a learning step occurs whenever the network generates a wrong result for the
actual input. If not mentioned differently the networks will be trained to learn the first ten patterns from Table 1.

We find that the learning length r0 has a dramatic effect on the learning performance (see Fig. 3a). For very localized
learning signals (r0 < 10−1) the success rate s, defined by the ratio of networks which were able to learn all the patterns within
the given time, is close to zero. This is not surprising as only the synapses leading to the output neuron are modified by a
noticeable amount. For larger r0 the learning adaptation penetrates deeper into the recurrent network and the success rate
rapidly increases up to s = 1.0 for r0 = 10 and lmax = 100,000. When r0 exceeds the system size (L =

√
1000≈ 32), which

implies that all synapses in the network are adapted, the learning performance strongly decreases.
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Figure 2. XOR gate with only excitatory neurons. The figure above shows a possibility for a XOR gate with only
excitatory neurons with a refractory period of one time-step. The blue numbers below each neuron indicate at which time steps
the neuron fires.

Figure 3b shows the learning performance for a different number of patterns to be learned by the network. Unsurprisingly
the performance is larger when only the first three patterns from Table 1 have to be learned compared to the case when all the
fifteen patterns have to be learned. It is interesting to notice that the value for r0 at which the learning performance increases
shifts towards larger values the more patterns the network has to learn. This means that the more patterns a network has to learn
the deeper the learning signal has to penetrate into the network.

Figure 3. Ranges of the learning length optimizing the learning performance. Figure (a) and (b) both show the success
rate s as a function of the learning length r0. In (a) different maximal learning times lmax show a consistent improvement in
performance (N = 1000, d0 = 2). For r0 < 10−1 s is very low because only the last synapses reaching the output neuron get
significantly modified. The learning performance shows a clear maximum around r0 ≈ 10 and decreases when r0 is larger than
the system size (L =

√
1000≈ 32). Figure (b) shows the performance depending on the number of patterns the system has to

learn (n means the first n patterns out of Table 1, lmax = 10000, N = 1000, d0 = 2).

By increasing the system size we find a monotonic increase in performance (see Fig. 4a). Interestingly the performance
exhibits its maximum at a value of r0 increasing proportionally to L, whereas the s-decay shifts towards larger r0 for larger
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Figure 4. System size dependence and influence of the synaptic length. Figure (a) shows the success rate s as a function
of r0/L for different network sizes N (lmax = 10000, d0 = 2). Larger networks show a better performance and the peak of the
performance roughly moves proportional to L. In (b) the effect of the network structure is analyzed by plotting s for different
d0 (N = 1000. lmax = 10000). For shorter synapses (d0 = 0.5 and d0 = 1) the learning performance drops significantly, as well
as for very long synapses (d0 = 8), where the performance is slightly lower than for d0 = 2 and d0 = 4.

system size. This result suggests that the learning capabilities decrease when r0 exceeds the system size L and the adaptation
changes all activated synapses by a similar amount. In Fig. 4b we vary the synaptic length d0 and study its effect on the
learning performance. For longer synaptic connections the learning routine starts to provide correct answers even for shorter
penetrations of plastic adaptation. The maximum performance appears to weakly depend on d0, except for very localized
connections. Conversely, long range connections lead to an abrupt decay of the performance with r0, whereas networks with
local connections can provide right answers even for deeper adaptation ranges.

We also ask the question whether the exact shape of the adaptation influences the presented results. Therefore we perform
the simulations presented in Fig 3a using a plastic adaptation that decrease in space as a Gaussian. Results are very similar
(data not shown) to those obtained for a synaptic adaptation decaying exponentially, except that for the Gaussian adaptation the
peaks are slightly narrower.

Conclusions
We show that a recurrent neural network trained by a distance dependent plastic adaptation can learn Boolean rules with a
very good performance. A non-uniform plastic adaptation can result in a dramatic improvement compared to a uniform one.
Moreover, also a very localized plastic adaptation, which only modifies the synapses entering the output neuron, results in poor
performance. Interestingly, we show that a network with only excitatory neurons can learn non-linearly separable problems
with a success rate of up to 100%. In this case, the neural refractory time generates inhibition in the neuronal model.

Regarding the network structure we find that the synaptic length also has an impact on the performance: For networks
dominated by local connections the performance is worse compared to networks with long range connections. We conclude
that the structure of the network and the locality of the plastic adaptation have an important role in the learning performance
and it is likely that similar results will be found for other biologically reasonable learning rules.
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